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Bill Kernan

From: Bill Kernan

Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2022 2:59 PM

To: Bill Kernan

Subject: FW: Ross Relief Valve/Temporary VFD to try.

Attachments: Hitachi Submersible.pdf; Franklin Submersible.pdf

Hi John - Sorry for the delay. 
 
Regarding the Ross valves; Without being on site and seeing the problem it's hard to determine what the repair costs will 
be but in general I suspect it may take an hour or two to diagnose each valve and depending on what we find maybe three 
to four hours to repair. Most problems are found in the pilot controls but occasionally we see problems within the valve 
itself. A constant leak to drain from the pilot system or the lower annular port of the valve will give us a clue. 
 
Repair Parts: We don't usually stock Main Valve Body body kits due to the varying sizes but we do stock some Asco 
valves and kits (we don't have your parts in stock). Ross has Main Body Kits in Stock in NY and Asco has your kits in 
stock in NJ. Most common parts pricing is as follows: 
 
Ross 4" 50-RWR Kit $623.00 ea. 
Ross 6" 42WR-S Kit $768.00 ea. 
Asco 302-336 Kit $208.00 ea. 
Asco 302-184 Kit $127.00 ea. 
 
There could be problems with many other components - we just won't know until we have a look. Many of of our 
customers pre-purchase repair kits to have them on hand just in case - many zip tie these kits directly to the valves. 
 
Labor Cost: Current service rates are $145.00 per hour for job & travel time, and $1.45 per mile for the service truck. OT 
is charged at x 1.5 for time over 8 hours, and holiday/weekends. Mapquest says Bellingham to Middlebury round trip is 7-
1/2 hours and 432 miles so a four hour job on site for example (11.5 total) would be $2,547.65. 
 
Inverters: Installing a VFD would certainly be an upgrade and would not only save on power but would allow a slow & 
controlled startup and shutdown minimized the water hammer effect. In your case you have a 50HP submersible pump 
and a high speed (3600 RPM) motor. I've attached bulletins from Franklin and Hitachi for your review. We suggest 
upsizing the inverter size to 60HP in this case to allow for the higher current draw of the high speed motor. Inverter Pricing 
is as follows:  
 
Danfoss FC-202-P45 Aqua Drive. 60HP, 460VAC with Main Disconnect, Input Fuses, Common Mode Filter, NEMA 1 
Enclosure, and 6 year On Site Warranty: 11,984.20. Installation & Calibration: $2,945.00. Delivery is 12-14 weeks. 
 
Rental Inverter: We also offer the option of renting an inverter for trial periods. A 60HP rental unit is $489.00 per week (4 
week minimum). Mob/De-Mob is $3,420.00 flat fee. Delivery: in stock. 
 
Please feel free to call if you have any questions. 

  
Thanks, Brian. 
  
  
Brian Stonkus 

 
Stonkus Hydraulic, Inc. 
12 Mill Street 
Bellingham, MA 02019 
Phone: 508-966-3844 
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Fax: 508-966-3855 
Mobile: 617-803-2063 
bstonkus@stonkus.com 
  


